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From the first observation of moving dislocations in 1956 to the latest developments of
piezo-actuated sample holders and direct electron sensing cameras in modern transmission
electron microscopes (TEM), in situ mechanical testing has brought an unequaled view of
the involved mechanisms during the plastic deformation of materials. Although MEMS-
based or load-cell equipped holders provide an almost direct measure of these quantities,
deriving stress and strain from in situ TEM experiments has an extensive history.
Nowadays, the realization of a complete mechanical test while observing the evolution
of a dislocation structure is possible, and it constitutes the perfect combination to explore
size effects in plasticity. New cameras, data acquisition rates and intrinsic image-related
techniques, such as holography, should extend the efficiency and capabilities of in situ
deformation inside a TEM.
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r é s u m é

Des premières observations du mouvement de dislocations en 1956 jusqu’aux derniers
développements de porte-objets à commandes piézo-électriques et de caméras à détection
d’électrons dans les microscopes électroniques à transmission (MET) modernes, les
essais mécaniques in situ ont toujours permis une observation inégalée des mécanismes
impliqués dans la déformation plastique. Bien que les porte-objets équipés d’une cellule de
charge ou de MEMS offrent une visualisation presque directe de ces effets, l’élaboration
des étapes nécessaires pour mesurer les relations entre contrainte et déformation à
partir d’expériences réalisées in situ dans un MET a une longue histoire. Aujourd’hui, la
réalisation d’un essai mécanique complet tout en observant l’évolution d’une structure
de dislocations est possible ; ceci constitue la combinaison parfaite pour explorer les
effets de taille dans la plasticité. Les nouvelles techniques intrinsèques d’imagerie (comme
l’holographie en champ sombre) et l’accès à de nouveaux outils d’acquisition d’images
(nouvelles caméras, taux d’acquisition rapides) vont étendre l’efficacité et les capacités de
mesures sans entraver l’observation des mécanismes.
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1. Introduction

The first observation of moving dislocations happened unexpectedly in a Siemens Elmiskop transmission electron micro-
scope (TEM) operated at 100 kV in the Cavendish Laboratory of Cambridge University in 1956. The experiment has been
related by Hirsch in more recent publications [1,2]. Dislocations started to move when the condenser aperture was removed
and a sudden flux of electron caused the Al foil (thinned down by cold hammering and then annealed) to locally heat. This
was sufficient to make a few dislocations move away from a sub grain boundary. In this first paper [3], many dislocation
features were readily observable: dislocation emission from a sub-grain boundary, cross-slip between two planes, fabrication
of temporary slip lines at the oxidized surfaces of Al served to prove that the moving defects were indeed dislocations.

This first report probably triggered the forthcoming hundreds of in situ TEM studies, with a common will to better
control dislocation activity and possibly measure related parameters such as stress and strain.

One of the simplest mechanical tests consists in uniaxially pull on a sample of a given section while simultaneously
measuring the load and the strain. This is currently done in large machines, available commercially. The sample has cen-
timeter dimensions typically. Its change in length is measured through extensometers or optical cameras and is afterwards
transformed in strain through the ratio to the initial gauge length. The applied force, measured through a load cell is con-
verted to stress by dividing it by the gauge section. The resulting stress–strain curve (Fig. 1a) can be divided in the elastic
(or reversible) regime where a suppression of the applied stress causes the sample to return to its initial state and a plastic
(irreversible) regime where the same stress suppression leaves the sample deformed. In usual temperature and pressure
conditions, the transition between both regimes (point 3, often called yield stress or (σy) coincides with the first irre-
versible motion of a dislocation, although such atomic-scale event is practically undetectable in macroscopic samples and is
arbitrarily taken at 0.2% of plastic deformation (point 5 in Fig. 1a).

The most straightforward idea to reproduce a mechanical test in a TEM was to build a tensile machine that would fit
inside the column, setting challenges that microscopists still face today. The dimensions of the straining unit and the as-
sociated sample (Fig. 1b–d) have to be drastically reduced. One can foresee the first challenge associated with this shape
that includes an electron-transparent zone in the middle: the gauge section is poorly defined, and as a consequence, classi-
cal stress measurement will inherit such uncertainty. Because the high voltage TEMs (�1 MeV) that were developed in the
1960s and 1970s offered a pole piece gap of about 10 mm or larger, several research groups took advantage of this increased
space to build custom-made straining stages, both for top entry and side entry microscopes. Some of these holders were re-
markable mechanical testing units, capable to measure load, strain, and to operate from cold to hot temperatures [4,5]. Fig. 2
shows such a unit with the corresponding stress–displacement curves for pure iron deformed at various temperatures [5].

Another advantage of high voltage machines was their ability to see through large thicknesses of material (several mi-
crons of Al for example). This ability was judged important to avoid thin foil artifacts (see below) that have been a long-term
concern for metallurgists. It also allows seeing how 3D dislocation structures establish and how dislocations interact with
other structural defects. Since these linear defects have long-range elastic fields, typically of the order of one micrometer,
thicker samples were capable to better reproduce interactions as they happen in the bulk material. Investigations on the
potential thicknesses attainable with high energy electrons was even practically tested by building an ion milling system
inside such HVEM (3.5 MeV in Toulouse, [6]). Of course, one of the drawbacks of these high voltage machines when it came
to investigate the mechanical properties of metals and their relation to microstructures was that the irradiation threshold is
often exceeded.

Nonetheless, the amount of work performed at that time, and their insight in the understanding in the dynamic evolution
of defects under stress is worth to be remembered. Several workshops were organized, essentially between Japan and
Europe, in Oxford, Kyoto, Holzau, Nagoya and Toulouse with available proceedings [7–11]. One can notice through these
publications the transition from HVEM to regular 200–300 keV TEMS for in situ testing. A more recent paper published
by Louchet and Saka that were part of this scientific adventure, may be seen as a good starting review [12]. To have a
comprehensive view of the in situ TEM activities up to 2010, readers are kindly but firmly invited to refer to the excellent
book about the dynamics of dislocations in various materials by Messerchmidt [13].

Various approaches of mechanical testing inside a TEM exist today. They span from using TEM holders with a simple
mechanical actuation (Section 2.1) or rely on elaborated testing units that fit inside the pole pieces (Section 2.3). With the
miniaturization of MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems), one can also fabricate such a testing machine on a few mm2

of Si, and plug it inside the TEM through simple electrical connecting holders (Section 2.3.3). Finally, straining materials can
also be achieved by playing with various coefficients of thermal expansion (Section 3).

Moving dislocations, considered as elastic probes, allow the access to quantities such as local shear stress, activation
energies, and obviously strain that can be analyzed to access fundamental parameters of the plastic properties of the mate-
rial at a given temperature, stress and time (Section 4.1). Finally, TEM imaging also contains some information that can be
retrieved to access mechanical variations (Section 4.2 Coupling factor, strain and stress field, CBED, holography).
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Fig. 1. (Color online.) a) Schematic stress–strain curve for a uniaxial tensile test performed on a macroscopic dog-bone shaped specimen (insert). Point
3 corresponds to the transition between elastic (gray) and plastic (pink) regimes of the curve. The corresponding stress is called the yield stress or σy .
b) Samples for in situ TEM straining. Rectangular shaped sample glued on a copper grid (upper right) or directly shaped as a dog bone (lower right).
Note the dimple at the center of both samples, where e-transparency is achieved. c–d) Standard straining holders based on electric motor and worm gear
actuation. c) Principle, d) commercial room temperature holder for FEI microscope made by Gatan ©.

2. Mechanical straining holders

2.1. Classical tensile holders

With the almost standardized side entry stages, and reduction of voltage in modern microscopes, the basic straining
holders are now available commercially. Their principle is described in Fig. 1c: the electron transparent sample is cut to
shape or glued to a deformable grid (Fig. 1) that is compatible with the holder fixation system (pin, screw, clamp). This
sample is stretched from a long rigid shaft attached to a worm gear box actuated by an electric motor and located in a
housing outside the TEM. This allows straining speeds ranging from 10 nm/s to 10 μm/s, typically, although a given system
rarely allows more than 2 decades in speed.

This simple set-up presents many advantages that make this type of holder widely used today:

• Extreme versatility. Any thin or thinned sample can be strained as soon as it is transported and glued to a stretch-
able grid [14]. Nowadays, objects as small as nanowires or thin films can be transferred and glued with the help of
micromanipulators.
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Fig. 2. Early developments in HVEM in situ straining stages. a) Top entry manual straining holder custom fabricated for the HVEM in Nagoya (1973),
b) stress–strain curves obtained at various temperatures inside the TEM. Insert shows the Fe sample welded at both upper and lower ends of the straining
tube [4].

• Heating or cooling options. They are commonly added to this type of holders. Cooling is usually monitored from outside
through a cold finger itself connected to a liquid He or N2 reservoir. Heating is performed through a miniaturized
furnace that can typically reach 1000 ◦C or through laser for higher temperatures [15].

• Rigidity. The reduction in sample dimensions to create an electron transparent zone favors crack propagation and
increases the probability of brittle failure. The very rigid displacement transmission allows to deform thin films [16,17]
or brittle alloys [18]. Incorporating a load cell [19] or a double tilt capability [20] implies to soften the transmission of
the strain and can therefore be detrimental in controlling crack propagation.

The classical in situ straining technique, including sample preparation and mounting, stress concentrations, possible
artifacts have been discussed in [21]. Other custom-made holders expanding from a simple straining actuation can be found
in the literature such as a double tilt straining holder [20], bending holder [22] and pure shear holder [23,24].

2.2. Nanoindentation holders

Nanoindentation, or instrumented indentation is a technique that appeared in the early 1980s and consists in measuring
the force and displacement of a hard tip forced into a material, previously polished flat. This technique allows retrieving the
hardness but also the elastic modulus of the tested material, and in certain conditions, the yield stress [25]. The force and
displacement are usually measured through a change in capacitance between a reference and a movable electrostatic plate
attached to the tip [26–28].

In the 1990s, several holders were developed taking advantage of the very accurate positioning capabilities of piezoelec-
tric stacks and tubes to bend, pull or compress samples as small as carbon nanotubes [29–33]. Rapidly, nanoindentation
tips were attached on top of these piezo-actuated holders to locally deform metals [34–36]. The results obtained in term
of plasticity mechanisms had a strong impact but were also criticized [37,38]. From 2003 to 2005, two companies further
implemented these indenting holders by adjoining them a micro load cell. Hysitron® [39] constructed a TEM nanoindenter
with a loading mode based on the capacitance variation similar to the one in large scale nanoindenters [40,41]. This piece
of equipment was only available for JEOL microscope before being adapted to other TEMs. Nanofactory Instruments AB®

chose to take advantage of the compactness of Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS, see Section 2.3) [42,43] to pro-
pose nanomechanical testing units that could fit more TEMs and different force ranges. AFM holders were also proposed. In
England, Inkson and coworkers also developed a custom piezo-actuated nanoindentation holder, but in that case, the load
was not read electronically, and one had to measure the displacement of a calibrated spring platform [44], similar to what
is proposed in some passive MEMS system (see Section 2.3.1).

Beside their load sensors, Nanofactory and Hysitron holders differ in several ways: The Hysitron construction resembles
a classical indenter set up where a hard tip is pressed against a sample that is fixed. Mechanical micrometers located on
the back of the holder enable the coarse positioning of the sample with regards to the electron transparent window. Fine
positioning is provided by a piezo tube in the three dimensions x, y, z (z being the electron beam direction and x the
indentation axis, see Fig. 3a). In the Nanofactory holder [45], the tip is fixed on the top of the force sensor that is immobile.
The coarse and fine motion of the sample towards the tip are both carried out by a four-leg gripper attached to a conductive
ball itself soldered on a piezoelectric tube. Coarse motion is achieved through stick–slip motion while fine displacements
are controlled by the continuous motion of the piezo tube. Maximum loads accessible with such instruments are typically
lower than 10 mN, while the floor noise sets below a μN. Smaller load cells were accessible at Nanofactory Instruments AB
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Fig. 3. (Color online.) Indentation holder configurations. a) Sample can be prepared as a H-bar window or a micro-nanopillar using FIB, or as a wedge
with a tripod polisher. Tips can be either pyramidal (sharp tip), wedge-shaped elongated in the z direction (along the electron beam) or flat punch-type.
a–b) A FIB-made window in situ indented inside a TEM. b) Bright field TEM image, c) Superimposed FEM Von Mises stress field during indentation on
image b) (from [50]).

before the company ceased activity in the beginning of 2013 [46] and was bought by FEI. At the time this paper is written,
it is not clear what will be the future of Nanofactory holders manufacturing.

In order to be indented, the TEM sample has to offer a free half space (x > 0 in Fig. 3a) to let the tip access the desired
location, and at the same time, this location has to be transparent to electrons. The first sample investigated was an Al layer
deposited on a Si wedge [47], but more standard samples are nowadays shaped as wedges or H-bars as in Fig. 3a. As one
can anticipate from Fig. 3a, a primary difficulty with nanoindenting holders is to set both the tip and the sample at the
same height in the eucentric location of the TEM. The precision, in the case of the pyramidal (or conical tip) is of the order
of 10 nm. The introduction of wedge indenters with a length along z of about 1 to 3 microns typically, greatly facilitates
the contact and prevents slipping while indentation is performed.

The second intrinsic drawback of such mechanical test is that, as the configurations of Fig. 3 underline it, this is neither
a compression test nor a real indentation test where know approximations can apply [48] since both the tip and the sample
geometries are complex and none of them is a flat surface, obviously. It is therefore almost necessary to perform Finite
Element Mappings to quantitatively determine the stress transmitted to the sample (Fig. 3b, c). The contact of the tip with
the sample creates a very strong gradient of deformation, which also precludes maintaining good imaging conditions during
the deformation. This can be partly overcome only by capturing dynamic sequences in dark field [49] or by correcting the
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Fig. 4. Ni Micropillars compressed in situ using a flat-punch diamond tip mounted on a nanoindentation holder (after [68]) a) Bright field image prior to
compression, b) Dark field imaging after compression, c) Stress–displacement curve calculated from the load measured by the nanoindenter.

bending as the tests goes on. In this Ref. [50], FEM calculations were matched with curvature radii of moving dislocations
(see Section 4.1).

Flat punches tips can also serve to compress nanoparticles, but there too, modeling of the deformed sample is needed
to really obtain quantitative data [51,52].

Working with samples that have a constant section allows to better taking advantage of the load measurement capabil-
ities of these nanoindentation holders. A main target of such holders seems to be the deformation of nanopillars [49,53],
which is an in situ TEM replication of micropillars compression testing that appeared in the classic experiment of 2004 by
Uchic and co-workers [54]. Because of the intriguing size effect observed on strength, these pillar experiments opened an
entire micromechanical testing domain [55–58]. For these micro-compression tests, the diamond sharp indenter is replaced
by a flat punch.

However, the dimension range accessible for pillars in the TEM is more restricted than in the studies previously men-
tioned. They cannot be thicker than 100–300 nm depending on the material, and the FIB preparation induces many damages
on the surfaces (one can see the typical white dots in the dark field image of Fig. 4). This also precludes the investigation
of the strength of very small objects (<50 nm) that would be prepared by FIB. These implantation damages can strongly
influence the mechanical response of the pillars [59], and other preparation routes have been preferred since then [60–62].
In situ experiments seem particularly suited to test dislocation exhaustion theories that are supposed to rule the mechanical
properties of small single crystals [63]. Although mechanical annealing [53] seems much less effective than classical anneal-
ing [64], the change in contrast in compression is a major obstacle to clearly see dislocation and therefore assess for their
density. Dislocation densities were better measured in tension [61,65], and do not show exhaustion nor starvation, only a
decrease of initial FIB-induced defects [66] or a non-critical escape of dislocations near surfaces [67].

The use of nanoindentation holders in tension was first proved possible by using negative shape grippers, directly carved
in the diamond tip [66,69]. This technique is however extremely time consuming and requires long milling times or specific
lithography techniques [70].

A more general way of transforming a compression force into tension is to use so-called “Push-to-pull” (PtP) devices,
often made in Si through lithography techniques. They are described below.

2.3. Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS)

2.3.1. Passive MEMS
Push-to-pull (or “PtP”) devices are among the simplest MEMS to build as they can be processed in very few lithography

steps. Made out of Si wafers, they consist in a platform on which a pushing force is applied (usually using nanoindentation
holders), and a pair of facing pads on which the sample to be pulled is attached, often using GIS (Gas Injection System)
metal deposition in FIB microscopes. A geometry with arms producing antagonist movements connects the indentation
site and the tensile pads. The Θ (Theta) shape is a popular one, as in the example of Fig. 5, engineered by Lou and
co-workers [71,72]. In this set-up, the sample is located in the middle of the MEMS and a compression on the outside of
the structure provides tension in the central gap (Fig. 5b). The resulting stress–strain curve has to be corrected by removing
the stiffness of the empty PtP. This can be done once the sample is broken, or before the mounting of the specimen. Of
course, the dimensions and subsequent stiffness of the PtP has to be adapted to the load range investigated, and, compared
to micron-sized fibers, nanowires (diameter lower than 50 nm) needs much smaller devices.

2.3.2. Co-fabrication (testing platform and sample)
To avoid micromanipulation (harvesting, welding) of micro- and nano-samples (wires, fiber, films), the co-fabrication

of the sample with its testing frame is also possible. A U-spring-shaped Si structure supporting a nanocrystalline Al film
processed using vapor deposition has recently been fabricated and tested successfully using a simple straining holder [16]. In
this case, the MEMS design facilitates the handling of the film (otherwise difficult [75]) and helps preventing early fracture
of the nanocrystalline film by opposing an elastic force around the sample.
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Fig. 5. (Color online.) Passive MEMS structures for mechanical in situ TEM testing. a–b) Push to Pull device fabricated through Si lithography and mounted
sample using Pt deposition (insert) (PtP provided by J. Lou [71]), the length of the red box (insert) is 100 μm, b) mechanical principle to transform
a compression force into tension (Theta shape), c) Tensile MEMS structure including a co-fabricated nanocrystalline (nc) film, allowing for stress–strain
measurements using Si beams deflections. This sample can be loaded using a classical or piezo-driven tensile holder [73,74].

These tensile MEMS were inspired from much more complex passive structure designed by Saif and co-workers where
deformation and load can be measured through the relative displacement of Si beams that have a known stiffness [76–78].
In such design (Fig. 5c), three markers located near the thin film serve to calculate the load and the strain. The load is
derived from the deflection of Si beams that have known dimensions and thus known stiffness. The thicker these beams
are, the larger the measured load can be and the lower the resolution is. The deformation is obtained by subtracting the
displacements of Si beams at each end of the sample. Several designs have been created. In the one described in the insert
(Fig. 5c), the three markers (Reference, Load, Safety) are created by FIB-cutting the T-shape Si Safety beam in three parts. In
the larger picture, the three markers are fabricated using lithography, and a safety bar (to prevent early failure of the film
during transportation) has to be FIB-cut before the test.

Although this set-up allowed some results on nanocrystalline samples [79–81], it carries some inconvenient:

• Some large-scale cuts (several μm3) have to be made using FIB. This is potentially contaminant for the nearby nc films,
especially if this one is Al-based, as Ga is a known source of embrittlement for Al grain boundaries.

• The measurements are slightly away from the film, which means that one has to constantly switch between the sample
position and the markers position to follow the mechanism unraveling in the film and acquire measurements for stress
and strain.

• The film is very long, which makes it difficult to locate the deforming zone, often very narrow.
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Fig. 6. Active MEMS stress–strain measurement platform for nanowires and carbon nanotubes, from [84].

• The stiffness of the machine is also limited, which implies that once the deformation starts in the sample, the elastic
strain accumulated in the Si beams cannot insure a rigid deformation of the sample and may cause its rapid failure.
The chances to observe a deformation process at a low strain rate, compatible with current CCD camera rate, become
scarce.

2.3.3. Active MEMS
In order to avoid some of the drawbacks mentioned above, some MEMS devices have been designed with built-in actua-

tors and sensors. Injected electrical power serves to apply a stress, while capacitance variations can be calibrated to directly
return a displacement or strain. Espinosa and co-workers were among the first to develop such platforms [82,83].

In the example of Fig. 6, the V-shaped Si beams (on the left) expand when traversed by an injected current, imposing a
uniaxial tensile displacement to the shuttles on which samples are to be mounted (W or Pt weld such as in Fig. 5). The Si
combs on the right are capacitances that, once calibrated are precise displacement sensors. They are attached to Si beams
with known stiffness that serve as load sensors. Typical loads are in the range of μN, while displacement remains very
limited, rarely above a couple micrometers.

In this set-up, the strain (deformation of the sample relative to its initial length) has to be calculated after the test and
may be influenced by the relative rigidity or softness of the sample. The amount of heat injected in the actuator may also
be conducted to the sample, introducing a potentially unwanted temperature change that may significantly affect the results
[85]. This is the reason why other teams have recently included thermal barriers (epoxy-glued pads) and double capacitance
readouts at each end of the deforming sample [86].

Finally, very low forces (1–100-nN range) can be accessed through MEMS-based devices that are actuated electrostati-
cally [87]. This is particularly useful to study nanojunctions or friction near the atomic level [88,89]. AFM-based TEM holders
have also been developed by Nanofactory Instruments AB, with force resolutions of about 10 nN.

The bibliography on MEMS devices related to in situ TEM (not limited to mechanical testing) is becoming extremely vast.
A recent review has been recently published that gives a substantial, although slightly skewed of the field [84].

3. Straining based on difference in thermal expansion

Stress and strain impact in microelectronics engineering can be negative (device failures [90]) or positive (strained Si
[91]) and TEM investigations have significantly contributed to the field. After relating interfacial dislocation to misfit strain
between two semiconductor layers [92–94], it is now possible to map the strain and stress field in a constrained Si channel
using electron holography [95]. These techniques are however static, and equivalent dynamic observations are still to be
made.

Regarding threading and interfacial dislocations, metal layers deposited on Si substrates have been considered as semi-
conductors [96,97], but due to the much easier generation and multiplication of dislocations and defects in metals, this
comparison failed to truly capture the mechanical properties of metals on substrates.

Because they are often used as interconnects, electric power spread over electronic devices causes a global heating
through Joule effect. With increased integration and downscaling, power concentrations and heat evacuation become an
issue. Mechanically, heat cycles cause stresses that originate from the difference in coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)
between metals, oxides and semiconductor parts. The metal (often Au, Al, Cu, W . . . ) is the softer part, with the highest
CTE, and therefore is prone to plastically deform. Usual macroscopic thermo-mechanical tests are run using a so-called
wafer-curvature experiment: the stress induced in the expanding metal film by thermal cycles imposes a radius of curvature
to the substrate. The relation between this radius and the stress is given by the Stoney formula [98,99]. For most metallic
films studied by this method, a strong size effect was found: the thinner the film, the higher the stress needed to plastically
deform it [100].
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Fig. 7. (Color online.) Plane view straining of thin film on substrate based on the difference of CTE. Substrate is back-thinned to a few tens of nm and
the metal film has to be e-transparent too (a). For thin (h � 200 nm) polycrystalline Cu films, dislocations parallel to the substrate expand from GB triple
junctions (b, c). Their motion is almost fully reversible with temperature (picture (c) is taken at 40 ◦C during a cooling phase from 355 ◦C) [45].

Metallic films on substrate are supposed to deform through the propagation of threading dislocations, but their obser-
vation in metals have been controversial [101], especially in the case of oxidized substrates where an amorphous layer
separates the silicon from the metal [50,102]. This topic is of theoretical importance because the image forces that rule the
dislocation–interface interaction at the metal/substrate junction are supposed to cause the “thinner is stronger” size effect
in thin films [97]. It has also practical implications since metal/oxide or metal/semiconductor interfaces are the base of
material stacks in microelectronics.

In situ TEM presents again the very unique capability to observe this interaction, but the geometry of the specimen has
to be adapted to keep the interface either in plane view or in cross-section [22]. Heating experiments on metal/Si substrates
TEM specimen proved to be able to reproduce partly the stress levels experienced by metals in wafer curvature experiments
[103–107]. As predicted by continuum elasticity, it has been shown that threading dislocations are repulsed from a stiff
crystalline interface (sapphire [108,109]). Inversely, dislocations seem attracted by amorphous interfaces that act as a sink
for small deformations in the metal [50,102]. This sink effect also prevents from stress concentration and further dislocation
multiplication, which may explain why metals on oxide systems appear stronger during thermal cycles [106,110].

In fact in situ TEM revealed an even more surprising behavior. Observing very thin polycrystalline Cu films strained
in plane view using the difference of CTE between the metal and the Si substrate (Fig. 7), Balk and co-workers observed
the initiation of so-called “parallel dislocations” [111]. These dislocations are not activated by the applied stress (which
component is nil on the interface), but seems to be the result of grain boundary diffusion, as predicted by a recent model
for polycrystalline thin film relaxations [112,113]. By just counting the dislocations emitted and absorbed (the process is
almost perfectly reversible) at the GB-interface junction, one can quantify this unusual relaxation mechanism. This pure
in situ TEM discovery appears as the perfect complement of classical threading dislocation models for metals on oxidized
substrates.
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4. Measuring stress and strain from moving dislocations and TEM images

Electron–matter and especially electron–crystal interactions provide very rich images from which strain and stress can
be sometimes extracted.

4.1. Moving dislocations

Dislocations are defects that are on one hand easily imaged by TEM, and also entirely ruled by the elastic properties of
the crystal lattice they belong too. Their shape and mobility are direct indications of the local stress state. Each dislocation
carries a strain quantum equal to its Burgers vector, providing the ultimate shear strain measurement in plasticity.

A dislocation loop in its glide plane subjected to a shear stress will bend, balancing the applied stress by its line tension.
This is especially visible when the lattice friction is low, as in fcc metals (Au, Al, Cu . . . ) at most temperatures. Curved
dislocations also carry out the plastic deformation in the easy glide direction of hcp (Ti, Mg . . . ) and bcc (Fe, Mo, W . . . )
metals or when the crystal deforms at high temperature (above the critical temperature for bcc metals, close to melting
temperature for semiconductors).

A simplified equation to link the shear stress acting on a dislocation to its radius of curvature R is [114,115]:

τ = μb

R
where τ is the resolved shear stress (in the dislocation glide plane), b its Burgers vector, μ the shear modulus of the crystal.

This equation gives the local stress acting on a dislocation loop expanding inside a material at a given time. It also
depends on its direct environment (other dislocations, interfaces, surfaces), which sometimes precludes a direct comparison
with stresses measured on the corresponding bulk material. In small-size materials such as thin films, wires, pillars under
stress, the local stress can be directly related to the relevant stress needed to reach plastically deformation. The resolved
shear stress is related to the applied stress through the Schmid factor that links the angle between the glide plane and
shear direction to the axis of the applied stress.

In Fig. 8, a spiral source was activated in an Al wire produced by selective etching of an eutectic alloy (to avoid FIB
milling) [116]. This experiment was carried out in a simple straining holder, and repeated on fibers with different sections.
The radius of curvature measurements showed that the “smaller is stronger” effect observed in these metal wires was
directly related to the position of the source with respect to the surface: the closer it is, the smaller the critical radius of
curvature has to be and the higher the stress needed to move the dislocation. In Fig. 8b, the bright-field TEM video capture
taken at the onset of source activation was subtracted to the video capture taken after the emission of about 50 dislocations.
The resulting shear (10 nm) measured on the left edge of the fiber is compatible with the projected shear produced by the
mobile dislocations of the source (the Burgers vector is here directly determined as the common direction between the
primary and cross-slip planes, see [116]). Of course, counting each dislocation exiting the crystal gives in real-time the most
precise value of the shear strain seen by the wire (amplitude of the Burgers vector divided by the section). Real strain rates
ε̇ can be measured at the atomic scale through the Orowan equation:

ε̇ = ρbv

where v is the dislocation velocity and ρ the density of mobile dislocations, both quantities that are only postulated at
the macro scale. The stress measured from the radii of curvature was statistically compared with those measured using
micro load cells in a SEM and the results were very similar, underlying the robustness of the in situ TEM measurements.
In addition, mechanisms responsible for the deformation (spiral sources) were clearly identified [61]. This study exemplifies
how in situ TEM may reveal the physical reasons of the strengthening or weakening mechanisms at work in small crystals.

The dislocation curvature method has been vastly used to measure in situ local shear stresses in pure metals [118,119],
alloys [120–123], but the specific impact of thin foil testing (image forces, native oxide on surfaces) prevents from a direct
transposition of local stresses measured inside the TEM to bulk samples strength. Additional strengthening mechanisms also
need to be accounted for.

Lattice friction stress (or Peierls stress for semiconductors) is one of the known strengthening mechanisms that govern
the plastic response of most of intermetallic alloys and bcc metals. In the TEM, this friction leads to the straightening of
screw dislocations, much less mobile than edge segments [124]. Because of the sampling imposed by the volume of a thin
foil, dipoles of straight screw segments form after the expansion of the initial dislocation loop and its curved non-screw
(Fig. 8c). Their formation takes place as soon as their separation dc is such that the work done by the applied stress τa
corresponds to the dipole energy, namely [115]:

dcbτa = μb2

2π
ln

dc

b
where μ is the shear modulus and b the Burgers vector of the dislocations. A similar equation can be written for anni-
hilating dipoles, and both observations can be considered as micro strain-rate variation tests, since the local interaction of
dislocations will impact their velocity. Determination of real activation energies of the unfolding dislocations processes are
reachable [117,124,125], which is again, a unique potentiality of in situ TEM mechanical testing.
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Fig. 8. Stress measured from mobile dislocations. a–b) Spiral source activated in a 700 nm wide Al wire deformed in traction. Radius of curvature measure-
ments provide the local stress while the number of dislocation emitted accounts for the strain [61]. c) Dipoles expending in pure Fe at various temperatures.
The arrows indicate the critical dipole width [117].

Knowing the applied and local stresses acting on dislocations opens other possibilities such as the determination of a
microstructural obstacle strength, typically a precipitate, a grain boundary (GB) or a twin boundary (TB). These are known
obstacles to dislocation motion, but they can be overcome by accumulating dislocations.

The stress at the tip of a pile-up is just the number of dislocations involved times the applied shear stress τa:

τ = Nτa

where τ is the shear stress acting on the first dislocation in a pile-up containing N dislocations. This holds true even if
segments of dislocations are piling up, as it is the case in thin foils [126].

This property has been recently used to estimate the stress needed to overcome a nanotwin in Cu, as illustrated in Fig. 9
[127], and to account for short-range order in Ni-based alloys [128].

4.2. Measuring strain in TEM images

As seen in Fig. 8, the subtraction of images captured before and after a shear event can reveal the amount of strain
implied in dislocation processes. When the whole section is visible, the measurement is equivalent to what can be obtained
at macroscopic scales. Image correlation is still done in a manual way since digital image correlation (DIC [129]) applied to
TEM images is still poorly developed. The low resolution of video captures and the variation of contrast during an in situ
test are still major obstacles to overcome before being able to perform DIC automatically [130–132].

Yet, this manual processing of images proved to be indispensable to capture at the nanometer scale a “new” plastic
deformation process, namely shear-migration grain boundary (GB) coupling [133–138]. This mechanism, first revealed in
low angle GBs, produces a shear mostly parallel to a GB moving along its normal. At variance from dislocations, the amount
of shear produced by GB migration, the coupling factor, is not known a priori, despite recent articles tend to link this shear
to the misorientation carried by the GB. This coupling factor β is defined by the amount of shear d divided by the migration
distance m: β = d

m . It has been measured macroscopically for bi-crystals [139], but only recently at the nanometer scale and
in the case of polycrystals [135,140]. The method employed consisted in straining ultra-fine grain (UFG: grain size �1 μm)
Al samples between 350 and 400 ◦C and follow the relative displacement of gold nanoparticles dispersed on the TEM sample
surface after some GB migrated (Fig. 10).

By comparing the displacement of markers that were not swept by GB motion (X1), to those who experienced migration
(X2), it is possible to measure β . Here β = 5%, which is a low value, typical of what is found in polycrystals [141].
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Fig. 9. Nanotwin boundary crossing at room temperature in Cu due to dislocations pile up at grain 1/grain 2 twin interface [127].

Fig. 10. Shear produced by GB migration around a triple junction (TJ) in UFG Al at 400 ◦C. The coupling factor β (see text) is here close to 5%. Xi are
reference markers made of Au nanoparticles. a) and b) are image taken before and after the GB migration. c) is a subtraction of b) and a). d) shows how
the migration occurs by step motion.

Several static TEM techniques can measure the strain in a sample in a much more precise way, either CBED (Convergent
Beam Electron Diffraction) [142,143] or interferometry [95,144,145], but those techniques have not been applied successfully
to in situ straining so far.

An attempt to use dark field holography to a Si sample was presented at the ICM17 [146] and is reproduced in Fig. 11.
The set-up prior to indentation is shown in Fig. 11a after the tip and the sample have been set to the same level, which is
a tedious process for all tip-type experiments. The initial hologram is shown in Fig. 11b and the corresponding normalized
strain map obtained using the GPA plug-in [147] of Digital Micrograph © based on a reference zone of the crystal taken as
far as possible from the indentation zone in Fig. 11c). During indentation, the strain map of Fig. 11d is obtained, showing a
concentration of strain in the front tip of the sample, but some bending too, shown by lines of equal strains parallel to the
edge.

The difficulty of such an experiment lies in various points:

• the faces of the sample have to be as parallel as possible to avoid thickness fringes that may interfere with the holo-
gram;

• tilting is not possible during indentation as no goniometer motion is smooth enough today to avoid catastrophic me-
chanical vibration transmission to the sample;
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Fig. 11. (Color online.) Attempt to perform dark-field holography under in situ TEM nanoindentation. a) Diamond tip facing the Si sample. b) Hologram
showing fringes in the Si prior to indentation. c) Normalized strain state prior to indentation (absolute noise is between 0.5 and 1%), d) strained state
during indentation calculated along the indentation axis (compression), after [146].

• because of the never perfect alignment of the tip, or the slight geometrical defects of the sample/tip, bending is often
occurring (as in the experiment of Fig. 11), which precludes an in plane analysis of strain;

• the tip may introduce interferences/reduce the field of view;
• a reference region not too far from the stressed one is needed to obtain absolute values from GPA analysis;
• a very sensitive and rapid CCD camera is needed to capture varying holograms with the lower noise possible.

Progress should therefore be done in the domain of holder and goniometer stability, but also in the resolution of fast
cameras (CCD or direct electron detection cameras [148]), as well as in the preparation of samples. Obtaining thin TEM foils
with perfectly parallel faces is still a difficult task, even with modern equipment such as low voltage dual beam FIB and
focused Ar ion beam milling tools.

5. Conclusion

The complexity of equipment to perform in situ mechanical tests in a TEM has recently increased to allow more quan-
titative experiments: stress and strain can nowadays be measured from outside the microscope with miniaturized piezo
actuators and load cells. MEMS-based experiments are rapidly growing as they offer a cheap and easily customizable plat-
form to test a variety of very small samples (micropillars, nanowires, thin films).
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However, the intrinsic information that can be retrieved from images themselves is still underexploited. Moving dislo-
cations are the ultimate mechanical probes to achieve sub-nanometer strain resolution measurements. Their curvature and
interactions with other defects can also return local stress measurements without interfering with observations.

The advent of image-based strain and stress measurement (such as dark field holography) has triggered the current
quest to perform this technique in a dynamic fashion. Use of DIC-type measurements may also be possible, provided a
constant contrast through the test and the eventual decoration of the TEM sample with markers. These achievements are
nowadays possible, but require the combination of ultimate mechanical stability of the microscope, straining holder and
goniometer supporting it. Fast and highly resolved cameras able to capture a dynamical in situ test are emerging, leading to
new challenges in term of data analysis and storage.
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